
 
 

 

Below are some of the scams the Seeds of Wisdom Community has identified as well as some 

of the security measures we have taken to protect the Community. 

 

 
First seen in our Community on Aug 21, 2020. 

 

Denise Russos brought this scam to our attention.  Thank you Denise! 



 

 
 

https://www.nj.com/advice/2019/07/scammers-using-best-buys-geek-squad-name-try-to-trick-

senior-citizen.html 

 

https://www.nj.com/advice/2019/07/scammers-using-best-buys-geek-squad-name-try-to-trick-senior-citizen.html
https://www.nj.com/advice/2019/07/scammers-using-best-buys-geek-squad-name-try-to-trick-senior-citizen.html


 
Confirmed Scam - First seen in the Community on Aug 16, 2020 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 
From June 9, 2020 on Twitter - Seen in the community on July 23. 2020 

 

In May 2020,  Salty became aware of Deleted Accounts in the member lists.  They were not just 

Deleted Accounts though since one PMed her.  She gathered the mods to go through each 



room to delete all the ‘Deleted Accounts’.  As we were going through the room lists we realized 

that there were some very suspicious names on the members lists.  Many connected with crypto 

and bitcoin.  It was sometime in June we were hit with the first Elon Musk SCAM ad that looked 

like this. 

 
 

We are still getting the Elon Musk posts; however, occasionally they are Biance (Spelled like 

that).  We realized that some of the people posting these scams immediately turned into 

Deleted Accounts when we went to send them a PM and delete the scam post.  So we decided 



to remove all names that had anything to do with Crypto or Bitcoin.  Many of these names 

turned to Deleted Account as soon as we clicked on their names. Salty made the Executive 

Decision to investigate any suspicious name and added the rule that if you have a name or 

avatar that linked you to a business, you had to change your name or be removed for soliciting. 

So the mods went to work again to clean the rooms to protect the community. Here are some of 

the names we removed for soliciting! 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



 
 

This is just a few of the names we have gotten to show as an example.  We are finding new 

ones daily.  The mods stay very busy protecting the community! 


